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“D igitalization is
Revolutionizing Heating
Technology”
Dear Customers, Partners and Friends of ebm-papst,
Heating technology for households has undergone a major transformation in the past
decades. A look back reveals the dimensions: In the 1970s, most people could only switch
their gas heating boilers on and off. And those boilers were very large. Space-saving
solutions for walls were developed. Later, innovations such as temperature control via
room thermostat increased user comfort. The introduction of condensing technology
marked a great technology leap forward. The energy yield from boilers had never been so
high. And as a result of increasing the modulation level, efficiency was constantly
improved. The next evolutionary stage was ushered in by adaptive gas devices, which
made the installers’ job much easier. The solutions of ebm-papst were at the forefront of
those innovations. And now it’s time to meet tomorrow’s challenges!
Heating technology goes digital
Digitalization has now penetrated almost all areas of life, including the heating technology industry. Technically, it has long been possible for end consumers to control their
room temperature at home via smartphone. But that is not the only benefit of connectivity! Devices themselves are being digitalized; even the components in boilers now
communicate with each other. The automotive industry has tested BUS systems for years,
and now they are being used in smaller boilers. The LIN bus is part of our lean solution.
We developed the first LIN-compatible gas blowers ten years ago. That was too early, but
now the industry is ready for them. Read more about them in this issue. Technology
opens up many new opportunities, even some that we cannot imagine today. Information from smart factories can be easily read out, predictive maintenance will soon be a
reality and then the big data that system components supply will play a key role. They
will deliver manufacturers and end customers completely unexpected benefits. We look
forward to seeing which innovative solutions emerge.
Whatever the digital future holds in store, we will accompany you with our solutions. I wish you
a refreshing read.
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———

PRODUCT MANAGEMENT,
MARKETING & COMMUNICATION,
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Centrifugal fans for efficient precision air-conditioning units

Future-proof
cooling in
data centers

FIGURE 1: Nowadays, data centers are springing up wherever you
look. So much heat is generated in each of these data centers
that around half of the required energy is used just for cooling
the hardware.
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There is no end in sight for the growth of data centers. Trends such as
mobile Internet, cloud computing and Internet TV bring us an ever-growing volume of data and demand ever higher capacity. However, data centers
have become major energy consumers as a result. In light of the ongoing
demand for yet more computational capacity, investing in energy-efficient
fans for the associated cooling systems is therefore essential. Modern EC
technology can make a significant contribution toward reducing current
consumption, helping to save the environment and the operator’s overheads

ebm-papst

in the process.
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N

owadays, data centers are springing up wher-

duct cross-sections are designed for larger quantities of air,

ever you look. So much waste heat is generated

which improves cooling and minimizes flow losses.

in each of these data centers that around half of
the required electrical energy must be used for

Optimized for new requirements

cooling the hardware alone (Fig. 1, p. 4). Yet the

information age has only just “warmed up”; the larger the

Precision air-conditioning units are usually deployed in data

volume of data is, the higher the required cooling capacity

centers. These units – also referred to as Computer-Room

and thus the energy consumption will also be. These facts

Air-Conditioning (CRAC) units – guarantee a constant tem-

are accompanied by the desire for higher computational

perature and humidity in data centers and network control

capacity over the same floor space, which results in the fans

centers. CRAC units with heat exchangers are used in this

needing to move more air without increasing in diameter.

case (Fig. 2). The design of the CRAC units significantly

In today’s precision air-conditioning units, for example, air-

influences the choice of suitable fans. In light of the consid-

In order to tailor the operating point of the RadiCal fans to
the higher air flow desired by the market, the aerodynamics
of the impeller were overhauled.

ebm-papst

FIGURE 2: A CRAC unit with a
diagonal heat exchanger: The
blue areas represent lowspeed air flows, while the red
areas accordingly represent
high-speed air flows.
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F I G U R E 3 : The new
RadiCal has been tailored
to the changed market
requirements.

erably lower back-pressure requirements, these are now

ments that make a real difference overall. As such, the

also required to work at the optimum operating point

width of the impeller, the size of the intake area, the

to ensure that they can run energy-efficiently and save

blade contour and blade thickness were all adapted to

on operating costs. After all, every watt counts during

the higher air flow and lower head. Like its predecessor,

round-the-clock operation in data centers. To this end,

the new impeller is made of glass-fiber-reinforced poly-

motor and fan specialist ebm-papst Mulfingen has

propylene. The outer diameter and installation height

expanded the tried-and-tested RadiCal model series

have remained the same in spite of the optimization.

(Fig. 3).

This enables the limited space available in CRAC units

In order to tailor the operating point of the

to be utilized to best effect.

RadiCal fans to the higher air flow desired by the
market, the aerodynamics of the impeller were over-

A higher air flow with high efficiency

hauled. Powerful simulation tool Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) was a great help in doing so:

For this particular advanced development, the engi-

In conjunction with numeric optimization approaches,

neers in Mulfingen set their sights on the aerodynam-

this resulted in a number of individual detail improve-

ics, and the results are plain to see: The new RadiCal

The new RadiCal not only delivers a higher air flow than
its predecessor, but also operates more ef ficiently.
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F I G U R E 4 : The new
RadiCal (green) not
only supplies a higher
air flow than its predecessor (blue), but also
operates with higher
efficiency.

The maximum static overall ef ficiency of 68.5% for the
RadiCal is achieved at an air flow of 13,000 m³/h.
not only delivers a higher air flow than its predecessor, but

lence and less laminar separation, the fans also have more

also operates more efficiently (Fig. 4). Thanks to the com-

pleasant noise characteristics.

puter-assisted optimization methods used, the new RadiCal
impeller is not only considerably better than the predecessor

Efficient GreenTech EC technology

model, but is currently also the best impeller in the world
for this application, i.e. for this air performance range and

The impeller is perfectly tailored to the likewise optimized

degree of efficiency. Its predecessor achieves its maximum

GreenTech EC motor and is bolted directly onto the motor’s

static overall efficiency of 61.5% at an air flow of 12,000 m³/h.

rotor. Due to the aerodynamic shape of the fan impellers

The maximum of 68.5% for the RadiCal is achieved at an air

and the EC motor integrated into the impeller itself, the

flow of 13,000 m³/h. The new RadiCal impeller can lead to

centrifugal fans comprise an efficient and space-saving unit

efficiency improvements in other applications, too.

(Fig. 5). The power electronics integrated into the GreenTech

The efficiency advantage of the new RadiCal impeller

EC motors enables the speed to be adjusted to meet require-

also shows itself in an installed state. In a CRAC unit, three

ments by means of a 0–10 V control signal or via Modbus

RadiCal fans running in parallel were compared using the

RTU. The high level of efficiency is even maintained in par-

previous and new solution. The result was a reduction of

tial-load operation.

more than 10% in the fans’ electrical power consumption.

When using the Modbus RTU interface, numerous

Thanks to lower flow losses in the impeller, lower turbu-

operating parameters can also be queried and monitored
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F I G U R E 5 : The
width of the
impeller, the size
of the intake
area, the blade
angle and blade
thickness have
all been adapted
to the higher air
flow.

in ongoing operation alongside the control signals. When needed,

Practical and future-proof

the operator can quickly modify operating parameters in order to
promptly react to changing requirements. Simultaneously record-

RadiCal centrifugal fans are available for all common line voltages

ing operating hours facilitates preventive maintenance for effective

and frequencies. In addition, installation is simple and practical. As

minimization of servicing time. Should servicing still be needed, the

such, the installation position of the fans can be varied due to the

affected fans are easily identified thanks to the Modbus RTU com-

optional fixing bracket: It is possible to install them with the motor

munication. Fail-safe functionality enables safe operation, even in the

shaft in either a horizontal or vertical orientation. The new RadiCal

event of a bus communication failure; the fans simply continue to

fans therefore represent a practical and future-proof solution for pow-

run at the currently set speed.

erful, energy-efficient CRAC units.

A U T H O R S A R E H A R T M U T M E S S E R S C H M I D T, H E A D O F A P P L I C AT I O N D E V E L O P M E N T ( E B - 3 ) ; J E N S M Ü L L E R , A E R O D Y N A M I C S
D E V E L O P M E N T AT E B M - PA P S T M U L F I N G E N .

Y O U W O U L D L I K E M O R E I N F O R M AT I O N O N T H I S T O P I C ? P L E A S E
ADDRESS YOUR QUESTION TO: UWE SIGLOCH,HEAD OF
P R O D U C T & M A R K E T M A N A G E M E N T AT E B M - PA P S T M U L F I N G E N .

Uwe.Sigloch@de.ebmpapst.com
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Efficient plug & play fans for data centers

Active power-factor
correction minimizes
circuit feedback
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Nowadays, it is essential to be conscious of energy consumption when it comes to the
indispensable cooling systems found in data centers. Energy-efficient fans with stateof-the-art EC technology can make a significant contribution here. For the first time,
GreenTech EC fans with integrated, active power-factor correction (PFC) and a threephase supply are now able to fulfill the high requirements imposed on data centers
with regard to circuit feedback and the harmonic distortion of the input current. This
enables these requirements to be fulfilled without any auxiliary components while also

Sergey Nivens, Adobe Stock

avoiding an over-dimensioned power supply (for providing distortion reactive power).
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T

he world badly needs energy-saving solutions; from light-

supply to deliver higher performance. Unnecessary over-dimension-

ing right through to electrical drive systems. Even simply

ing of this kind is undesirable because of the associated costs. How-

adapting the speed of drive systems to the actual torque/

ever, as is the case for asynchronous motors with variable-frequency

power requirements saves on unnecessary power consump-

drives, power-consumption-optimized EC fans now have a pulsed – as

tion. The use of efficient EC motors also taps into additional

opposed to sinusoidal – current draw due to their circuitry, yet with-

potential for savings, which benefits the environment and the oper-

out needing additional measures. Every departure from a sinusoidal

ator’s running costs in equal measure. However, this very welcome

current draw brings about current harmonics, which largely lead to

development has a catch: The input currents of the new energy-saving

what is known as “distortion reactive power”. This puts additional

devices – which are generally phase-shifted and pulsed as opposed to

strain on the supply network and leads to increased losses in all com-

sinusoidal – incur additional losses in the generators, cables and trans-

ponents involved in the power supply.

formers of the power supply. The reactive power caused by the phase

By way of an example, Fig. 2 shows the input current of a server

shift and harmonic currents must be made available. This becomes

cooling system with two fans arranged in parallel, each of which has a

an unwanted cost factor, particularly in such isolated networks as the

power consumption of approx. 3 kW. At 6.69 kVA, the reactive power

ones found in data centers. A solution needs to be found for this issue.

is above the effective power of 5.74 kW in this case. The power factor,

Circuit feedback caused by current harmonics

while the total harmonic distortion (THD(I)) of the current is around

i.e. the quotient of effective power to apparent power, is a poor 0.64,
120%. This means that the geometric sum of all harmonic currents is
The power supply of a data center essentially consists of a grid infeed

larger than the fundamental component itself. It is easy to conceive

transformer, UPS system and a standby generator (Fig. 1). Together,

how such currents might place a significant strain on all components

these components must ensure a reliable power supply (through the

required in the power supply chain, i.e. transformers, the UPS sys-

principle of redundancy). On the other hand, the provision of addi-

tem, generators, and even cables. The distortion reactive power must

tional reactive power requires all components involved in the power

be maintained at the infeed point. In the interest of optimizing the

ebm-papst

The use of ef ficient EC motors also taps into additional
potential for savings, which benefits the environment and
the operator’s running costs in equal measure.

FIGURE 1: An example of a power supply system in
a data center.
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power supply and backup system, the current distortion
should be as low as possible. In other words, the power
factor should be close to a value of 1.

A digression to the world of standards
The values stipulated by standard EN 61000-3-2, which
applies to conventional industrial systems, are insufficient
ebm-papst

in this case. This standard classifies devices with a phase
current of up to 16 A and defines harmonic-current limit
values for these classes. Fans fall within equipment group
A, which contains household appliances alongside symmetrical, three-phase devices, for example. The higher the
input currents become, the more difficult it is to adhere to
the limit values of Class A because these are absolute limit

F I G U R E 2 : Circuit feedback caused by harmonics in two
fans with a rating of 3 kW.

values (i.e. not relative to the respective output) defined for
the individual classifications of the harmonic spectrum.
Only active filter solutions can be of help from a certain
input current level. For three-phase devices, however, these
are extremely intricate and not economically attractive for
“normal” industrial applications. This is perhaps the reason
why three-phase devices with outputs of over 1 kW are not
covered by the standard. As a result, there are simply no
limit values at all for three-phase devices with outputs of
between 1 kW and approx. 10 kW.
On the other hand, if multiple devices for which no
limit values apply as individual devices are interconnected,
and if the phase current is in a range of between 16 A
and 75 A, an additional standard applies: EN 61000-3-12
defines the limit values for individual classifications of
the harmonic spectrum and the total harmonic distortion
of the current. The interesting aspect of this is that the
permissible values are dependent on the grid quality.
The “softer” the grids are – that is to say, the higher the
complex internal resistance of the grid is – the lower the
ebm-papst

limit values for the harmonic content of the current will
be. This is only logical: After all, a non-linear current
distorts the voltage waveform more significantly as the
internal resistance of the grid increases. In order to satisfy
demands in this case, measures also need to be taken for
classic variable-frequency drives with a three-phase supply.
Because a low level of internal resistance can usually be
assumed in most industrial grids, a limit value of 48%

F I G U R E 3 : Reducing circuit feedback by integrating
a line choke upstream.

applies for the harmonic content in accordance with
EN 61000-3-12.

Line chokes and DC-link chokes only help to a certain extent
This value, which still falls well short of satisfying the needs
of today’s data centers, can be achieved with relative ease,
such as by installing a line choke upstream (Fig. 3). None-
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theless, such chokes require space and additional cabling.
For the example mentioned above featuring 2 fans, each
rated at approx. 3 kW, values of around 0.9 and 45% can be
achieved for the power factor and total harmonic distortion (THD(I)) respectively with a 2% line choke.
Even better values can be achieved if a DC-link
choke (Fig. 4) is incorporated into the power electronics
(which is a standard feature of ebm-papst EC fans with a
three-phase supply and highly capacitive DC link): The
requirements of standard EN61000-3-12 are satisfied with
a power factor of approx. 0.94 and a THD of 34%, at least
as far as the limit values for “hard” (i.e. low-impedance)
industrial networks are concerned. However, in cases
where the grid voltage distortions are problematic and/
or grid impedance levels are high, the harmonic content
in the current must be reduced to a minimum. Consequently, target values of over 0.95 for the power factor and
a THD(I) of below 5% are now frequently stipulated for
ebm-papst

many data-center applications.

The target value for THD(I) is below 5%
Ballast solutions in the form of harmonic filters (Fig. 5) are
one theoretical option for approaching such values. These

F I G U R E 4 : Reducing circuit feedback by integrating a
DC-link choke.

filters are quite impressive with regard to their characteristics and the quality of materials used – a fact which is also
reflected in the price tag. Nonetheless, the achievable values do come very close to hitting the target: In the example
here, a power factor value of 0.98 and a harmonic content
of 7.5% in the phase current are achieved, while the current
waveform is more or less sinusoidal.
Despite their benefits, such filters often have the
drawback of only being optimally designed for one single
operating point that generally corresponds to the rated
output. In partial-load operation, the THD(I) values are
often twice as high. The power factor also diminishes
at lower output levels. As a result, the reactive currents
become very high in partial-load operation. What is more,
there is a considerable voltage drop through the filter; the
nominal speeds and output values of the fans might not
actually be reached under certain conditions.
The disadvantages of passive filters can be largely
ebm-papst

avoided by employing an active filter solution. Ballast
devices are available in this case, although these are also
more expensive and require additional space and wiring
effort.
F I G U R E 5 : Reducing circuit feedback by connecting an
expensive harmonic filter upstream.
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reduce energy consumption in data centers while also granting the
wish of only having to design the power supply of such systems for

With this in mind, the motor and fan specialists at ebm-papst have

the rated effective power of the fans.

made the fan manufacturer the first to incorporate a three-phase,
active PFC stage into their EC fans in the form of an active rectifier
with the aim of saving the user additional effort (Fig. 6). This overhaul
started with motor size 150 (3 kW), which can be found installed in

A U T H O R I S M A R T I N B Ü R K E R T,

the new RadiPac fan sizes 450, 500, and 560, in addition to RadiCal

HEAD OF ELECTRONICS

fan sizes 500, 560, and 630.
The values which can be achieved actually exceed requirements:
With a power factor of over 0.99 under the rated load, the THD(I)

D E V E L O P M E N T, 3 - P H A S E P R O D U C T S
AND CENTRAL PRODUCT FUNCTIONS
AT E B M - PA P S T M U L F I N G E N .

value is typically around 2%. The THD(I) value even stays below 5%
all the way down to 10% of the rated output.
In the axial direction, the motors are only slightly longer due
to the integration of the three-phase active PFC, while the loss of
efficiency at the rated output is low at around 2%. Not only that, but
the operator still enjoys the advantage of having the pulsed input
current of the EC motors found in conventional solutions converted
to a sinusoidal input current without needing to wire in additional

Y O U W O U L D L I K E M O R E I N F O R M AT I O N
ON THIS TOPIC? PLEASE ADDRESS YOUR
QUESTION TO: UWE SIGLOCH, HEAD OF
P R O D U C T & M A R K E T M A N A G E M E N T AT
E B M - PA P S T M U L F I N G E N .

Uwe.Sigloch@de.ebmpapst.com

components and without filters and motors needing to be matched
to one another. The highly efficient, plug & play-capable EC fans

ebm-papst

F I G U R E 6 : Reducing circuit
feedback through active powerfactor correction. A three-phase
active PFC is incorporated into
the EC motor’s electronics.
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LIN-Bus for boilers

Great times for
smar t heating
Digitization has long since become established in the heating systems sector. But until now no lean communication solution was available for small
boilers. LIN-capable gas blowers from ebm-papst are about to change all
that. To the advantage of manufacturers, fitters and end users.

C

ars that let you know when they need servic-

mands (see box for an explanation of how this works, p. 19).

ing. Washing machines that can be operated by

A prerequisite is that the system components are LIN-capa-

smartphone. Fully automated production pro-

ble. Engineers at ebm-papst already developed a gas blower

cesses in which workpieces communicate with

that satisfied the technical requirements ten years ago. But

one another. There is hardly any area of life and

no other LIN-capable components were available for heating

hardly any application that have not yet been conquered by

systems at that time, so that the concept was not able to gain

digitization – and that includes the heating systems sector. For

a foothold. Since then, other manufacturers of components

some years now, users have enjoyed the benefits of mobile

such as pumps have however followed suit. And so, for the

internet control over their heating systems. But this still has

first time, boilers now exist that are able to make use of this

plenty more potential to offer. Although users and devices

well-established communication system. The two ebm-papst

are already able to interact, there has until now been virtually

VG 71 and VG 100 blowers (Fig. 1, p. 18) for a heat output up to

no digital communication within the gas condensing boiler

50 kilowatts from the RadiMix product range are LIN-capable.

itself, in other words between combustion controller, control

This power range makes them suitable for use in individual

system, pumps, valves and blowers. The individual compo-

houses and apartment blocks. Sizes VG 108 and VG 122 for up

nents are packed with intelligence and constantly produce

to 150 kW are set to follow in the future.

data, but the central combustion controller has not been able
to make use of this. All that is about to change. The Local

Lean communication solution

Interconnect Network (LIN-Bus), a communication solution
that has already been employed in the automotive industry

Boiler manufacturers can now also make use of sensor data

for many years, is now becoming established for condensing

which up until now the blower was only able to process

boilers as well. The LIN is standardized in accordance with

internally but not transmit to the combustion controller.

ISO 17987, thus guaranteeing communication compatibility

This includes information on power consumption, speed and

with different components.

ambient temperature. A new feature is the analysis of voltage

The serial field bus system interconnects sensors, actu-

fluctuations, which permits evaluation of the network quality.

ators and their control devices in a network. For condensing

The software was programmed by ebm-papst to create defined

boilers, this means: Pumps, valves, sensors and blowers are

data packets, so-called LIN messages (Fig. 2, p. 18), that are

linked to the combustion controller. The LIN-Bus is a sin-

called up by the combustion controller. This data, as well as

gle-master/multi-slave system. The combustion controller

additional sensor values in future, will enable manufactur-

is the master in this case. On the basis of a defined sched-

ers to further optimize combustion and thus make the boiler

ule, it regularly requests data from the system components

more efficient. Because the LIN-Bus is bidirectional. It does

(the slaves), evaluates the information, and sends back com-

not merely serve the purpose of calling up data, it can also be

T E C H M A G — M A R C H 2 0 19
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ebm-papst

F I G U R E 1 : Gas condensing
blowers VG 71 and VG 100 from
the RadiMix product range.

used to transmit commands. So the option now exists of positioning

broader data base and insight into the field applications that can be

the speed controller directly in the blower. The speed can thus be

used for future optimization and new developments.

regulated more quickly and more precisely, which in turn provides
scope for extending the modulation range. What's more, moving the

Simple maintenance

control system to the blower relieves the load on the computational
capacity of the combustion controller. Fig. 3 illustrates LIN-Bus com-

The ease of reading out data is also of great advantage for mainte-

munication in a gas boiler.

nance purposes. It has long since become standard practice for cars to

The LIN-Bus already has positive effects for manufacturers at

automatically indicate that the engine oil needs changing or to report

the production stage: The wiring, and thus also the design of the

brake wear. In the event of a fault, all the workshop mechanic has to

gas boilers, is much less complicated. In the past a star network was

do is to connect up a laptop and read out the fault and diagnostic data

required, with separate cables leading from the combustion control-

to be able to rectify the specific problem. The LIN-Bus makes this a

ler to each of the system components. Now only a single cable is

real option for heating system fitters as well. They can then identify

needed to connect all the slave units. Alongside less wiring, a fur-

the problem directly on the monitor and so avoid having to perform

ther advantage is that each gas blower is provided with an electronic

extensive trouble-shooting and random component replacement.

nameplate. This makes tracking easier: Production data such as serial

The evaluation of operating hours, start-stop cycles and ambi-

number and date of manufacture can be read out whenever required.

ent temperature profiles permits simple status monitoring with LIN

An added benefit is that the LIN-Bus provides manufacturers with a

blowers.

FIGURE 2:

Example of a LIN message for a gas blower.
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F I G U R E 3 : Block diagram
of a gas condensing boiler
composite system. The
green lines show the flow
of data with LIN communication.

In future, predictive maintenance will also be possible thanks
to LIN-Bus communication. This is an extremely valuable
function for end users, as it minimizes the risk of sudden
failure and provides advance warning of imminent failure.
Gas boilers will be able to report the need to exchange components – before the fault actually occurs. The combustion
controller then receives a LIN message indicating that maintenance and replacement are necessary. If the boiler is also
linked up to the internet, the information will be automatically sent to the fitter, who can then read out the diagnosis
and bring the right replacement part straight away. Showers
suddenly running cold will then be a thing of the past.

A U T H O R I S M A R K U S W E I N G A R T,
H E A D O F D E PA R T M E N T
E L E C T R O N I C S R & D – E E AT
E B M - PA P S T L A N D S H U T.

YOU WOULD LIKE MORE
I N F O R M AT I O N O N T H I S T O P I C ?
PLEASE ADDRESS YOUR QUESTION

HOW THE LIN-BUS
WORKS
The Local Interconnect Network, or LIN-Bus for short, was defined
in 1998 in the automotive industry as a low-cost serial communication system. The standard was defined by a LIN consortium. The
single-master/multi-slave system permits the connection of up to 16
slave units. The master – in the case of a condensing boiler the electronic control system – determines when the slave – i.e. the blower
for example – is to supply data or follow commands. This takes place
at cyclical intervals on the basis of a specified time schedule stored
in the master. As all slaves are connected to a single cable, a socalled "Packet Identifier" (PID) is sent with each transmission so that
the slave concerned recognizes that it is being addressed. A LIN message (Fig. 2) has a maximum of 64 bits. Speed, temperature values or
status signals are stored in this, for example.

THE MAIN ADVANTAGES

TO: CHRISTIAN DIEGRITZ,
H E A D O F P R O D U C T M A N A G E M E N T,
M A R K E T I N G & C O M M U N I C AT I O N AT
E B M - PA P S T L A N D S H U T.

Christian.Diegritz@de.ebmpapst.com

• E ach LIN gas blower is provided with an electronic nameplate
with the relevant production data and can thus be tracked at
all times
• LIN reduces the amount of wiring required
• Read-out of diagnostic data and fault memories simplifies
maintenance
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AUTOMATED GUIDED VEHICLES

ebm-papst

F I G U R E 1 : In intralogistics applications,
automated guided vehicles are the method of
choice for guaranteeing a flexible and more
reliable flow of goods in the age of digitalization and Industry 4.0.

T E C H M A G — M A R C H 2 0 19
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Innovative drive engineering for automated guided vehicles

The future
of intra
logistics
In intralogistics applications, automated guided vehicles (AGVs)
are the method of choice for guaranteeing a flexible and reliable flow of goods in the age of digitalization and Industry 4.0.
Challenges include manufacturing products with a wide range
of versions in small quantities, continuously changing production conditions or the just-in-time provision of various individual parts or assemblies in the production process. As varied
as these nimble and versatile helpers may look, they all have
one thing in common: They require compact, dynamic drive
systems which satisfy high requirements in terms of transport
speed, positioning accuracy and service life, and which also
operate reliably under tough industrial conditions.

T E C H M A G — M A R C H 2 0 19
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A

diverse array of sectors can benefit from auto-

to transport a vast range of goods with different weights and

mated guided vehicles, from online consumer

specifications. This is accompanied by other benefits. Auto-

retailers right the way through to the produc-

mated guided vehicles can be easily integrated into existing

tion lines of the automobile industry. AGVs

logistics structures, to name one example. Subsequent changes

are deployed both indoors and outdoors (Fig. 1,

or optimizations to the warehouse layout or the warehouse

p. 20). The continuous advancement of the systems and the

and goods structure are also possible while operation is ongo-

installed technology has led them to be used flexibly and effi-

ing. Aside from this, fluctuating power requirements can be

ciently in the intralogistics applications of an increasing num-

easily mastered. The fact that the AGVs are controlled centrally

ber of companies. One advantage is their ability to be designed

by the management system means they can be scheduled for

The ECI-42, ECI-63 and ECI-80 model series are perfectly
suited to application in AGVs, allowing users to benefit
from complete drive solutions from a single source.

Drive systems
from ebm-papst used in
lifting equipment.

ebm-papst

FIGURE 2a:
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changing tasks or order peaks at an early stage, and that prioritized journeys can be executed accordingly.
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power density and energy efficiency. The installation space available for the drive systems is often small, especially in ever-smaller
transport vehicles, such as the ones used for distribution systems

Varying power classes, tasks and requirements

in warehouses or small load carriers of up to 200 kg. Aside from
these constraints, the motors should also be designed for a safety

Irrespective of the area of application, the AGVs operate particu-

extra-low voltage, not to mention being “smart” to provide relief

larly economically when they achieve the longest possible travel

for the control system.

routes and times without repeated charging of the on-board
energy storage units. This results in fewer interruptions in oper-

A range of modular drive variants

ation, while the batteries are also conserved and consequently
“live” longer. The wheel motors, drive systems for lifting equip-

Furthermore, the wishes of AGV manufacturers are varied,

ment or load-securing devices therefore all need to fulfill special

including where drive power, transmission variants, reduction

requirements (Fig. 2a, 2b).

stages, closed-loop control systems or connection technology

Even with a transmission and the safety brakes which may

are concerned. For this reason, it has become a tried-and-tested

be stipulated depending on the assigned tasks, AGV drive systems

practice to put together an ideal, customized drive solution by

should remain lightweight and compact while retaining high

combining a variety of different modules. The motors supplied

Application
example: Drive systems
for load-securing devices.

ebm-papst

FIGURE 2b:
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AUTOMATED GUIDED VEHICLES

by drive system specialist ebm-papst from St. Georgen are

ponents (wound stator and rotor equipped with magnets)

a good example of this and are designed for such modu-

are just 20, 40 or – in the most powerful variant – 60 mm

lar drive systems. A great deal of application expertise is

long, meaning they can be easily accommodated in the tight

involved in the development of compact, electronically

installation spaces offered by the AGVs.

commutated, brushless internal rotor motors. This makes
the ECI-42, ECI-63 and ECI-80 model series perfectly suited

Free selection of motors, transmissions and brakes

to application in AGVs, allowing users to benefit from complete drive solutions from a single source (Fig. 3). As such,

Various transmission modules are available for bringing the

these users only need to deal with a single expert contact in

high rotational speeds of the internal-rotor drive systems

the industry, even with a significant range of variants.

and the output torque to the appropriate level required

With diameters of 42, 63 and 80 mm respectively, the

in the application. Alongside planetary and spur gears,

three motor sizes cover a power range of between 30 and 750

space-saving EtaCrown crown gearheads based on innova-

watts. The drive systems can be quickly and flexibly adapted

tive crown-gear technology can also be supplied, for example.

to the specific task at hand thanks to their modular design.

The efficient transmissions cover a wide range of reduction

In other words, they can be combined with control electron-

ratios, enabling the drive systems to adapt easily to a broad

ics, transmissions, encoders and brakes as needed. Several

spectrum of tasks (Fig. 4).

thousand variants are possible in total: Preferred types are

If the application in question demands holding or

ready for shipment within just 48 hours, meaning that the

safety brakes, such as for safely maintaining the position

user can quickly make a start with their own development.

of lifting equipment in the event of a power supply failure,

The motors also impress with their length. The active com-

modules with permanent-magnet or spring-operated brakes

ebm-papst

F I G U R E 3 : With
diameters of 42, 63 and
80 mm respectively, the
three motor sizes cover a
power range of between
30 and 750 watts and can
be flexibly adapted to
the specific task at hand
thanks to their modular
design. In other words,
they can be combined
with control electronics,
transmissions, encoders
and brakes.
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ebm-papst

F I G U R E 4 : What is on the
inside counts: modular
drive systems with integrated logic and power
electronics, optional
transmissions, encoders
and brakes.

Sinusoidal commutation enables low-vibration,
quiet running with pronounced overload capacity
and high ef ficiency.
can be added to the drive unit. Redundant encoder systems

further communication options. K5 drive systems can also

are one option for safety-relevant applications, while the

be used as a CAN master, for example.

issue of operational reliability is also taken into consideration when the drive systems are being designed.

The individually configurable drive systems fulfill the
requirements of protection class IP54 while also offering
variable options in terms of electrical connection. These

A choice of control electronics

include industry-standard connectors, in which the radial
angled plug with bayonet connector can rotate and engages

There are many application-appropriate options to choose

automatically. An axial plug is available for space-critical

from with regard to the control electronics as well. In the

applications; even an alternative, preassembled cable con-

simplest scenario, the motors are equipped with electronics

nection is possible.

featuring hall sensors for rotor position detection and are
actuated by an external, closed-loop controller. On the other
hand, if the drive systems are equipped with fully integrated
K4 control electronics, they can be configured using simple and intuitively operated PC software. The drive systems
can then independently assume numerous processes, which
relieves the higher-level control system. Three operating
modes are possible (for speed, torque and positioning). Sinusoidal commutation enables low-vibration, quiet running
with pronounced overload capacity and high efficiency. The
K5 control electronics (currently available for the ECI-63.xx)
additionally feature a CANopen interface, which opens up

T E C H M A G — M A R C H 2 0 19
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Zalando logistics center in Lahr

Roof-top
data

The trend toward huge logistics centers presents new
challenges for air conditioning systems. And another
important criterion for the online mail order company
Zalando at its logistics center in Lahr is data acquisition.
The site of the former Canadian air force NATO base
only became available for development a few years ago
and has since been very much in demand. In just under
a year, the online mail order fashion company Zalando
erected a logistics center here with 130,000 square meters
of floor space.

T E C H M A G — M A R C H 2 0 19

F I G U R E 1 : Frank Reimann,
Managing Director of MultiCross,
enjoys the pleasant atmosphere
in the Zalando logistics center
canteen.
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ZALANDO LOGISTICS CENTER
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22 degrees Celsius – at all times in every last corner.

O

ne large logistics center after another has

on five levels, tightly packed with boxes of clothes. The air

sprung up near Lahr in the Black Forest. The

duct design in this part of the building is particularly com-

task of cooling and heating the building com-

plex. And it involves having to circulate a total of around a

plex fell to the air conditioning company

million cubic meters of air per hour.

MultiCross. The aim was to make sure the tem-

So a large-scale solution was called for. MultiCross

perature remains a constant 22 degrees Celsius at all times

installed 25 heat recovery systems on the building roof,

in every last corner of the logistics center – both in summer

each the size of a double garage (Fig. 2). The installations

and in winter. “Zalando demands very high standards for the

are driven by 84 gas engines. Direct evaporator registers with

working environment and base their planning on extremely

four circuits per unit generate just the amount of cold or

tight tolerances. When they say a constant 22 degrees abso-

heat required at any given instance – no more and no less.

lutely everywhere, that is exactly what they mean,” explains

There is a particularly great need for fresh air in the

Frank Reimann, Managing Director of MultiCross (Fig. 1,

Zalando facilities on account of the odors given off by tex-

p. 27). An enormous challenge in the so-called order picking

tiles, leather and cardboard boxes. Which is why MultiCross

warehouse, for example, where the employees retrieve the

decided in favor of an additional solution for heat recovery.

items from the shelves: This warehouse consists of 175 rows

In view of the large size of the building roof, the company

FIGURE 2:

ebm-papst

One of the
heat recovery
systems on the
building roof:
Constructed
lengthwise for
energy-efficient separation of exhaust
and inlet air.
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FIGURE 3:

ebm-papst

The horizontal system
configuration
also facilitates
maintenance
work.

planned to install the units in lengthwise arrangement with a lot of

additionally enhances efficiency, as well as increasing operational

distance between the exhaust and inlet air – offering both enhanced

reliability (Fig. 4, p. 30). An optimally positioned pressure tap is also

efficiency and simplified maintenance (Fig. 3).

provided as standard for air flow measurement. This facilitates commissioning for MultiCross.

Saving energy in the administration block
Satisfying the hunger for data
The heat recovery system above the administration block with offices,
kitchen, canteen and changing rooms, is fitted with particularly effi-

It was however another feature that finally made Zalando decide

cient and quiet-running RadiPac EC fans from ebm-papst. The inlet

on RadiPac EC fans. Reimann: “We realized that Zalando was estab-

ring is perfectly designed for the impeller with its aerodynamically

lished as a digital start-up company in 2008. The company is digi-

optimized blade channel. This lessens turbulence right at the air inlet,

tized through and through. They were pleasantly surprised to find out

thus reducing flow losses and eliminating one of the causes of noise

that so much data can be gathered from the fan: Speed, temperature,

nuisance. In addition, the transition from the inlet ring to the impel-

operating time, power – the Zalando building services department

ler cover plate has been designed to produce a clearly defined gap

performs a lot of data analysis.” The MultiCross EcoSmart software

flow. As a result the turbulence in the air flow, which would narrow

processes the most important data in clear-cut form and makes it

the effective flow cross-section, is reduced at this point as well. This

available to Zalando for control purposes. In the event of anomalies,

is another factor enhancing the efficiency of the system as a whole.

the MultiTrend Viewer digital assistant developed in conjunction

The gentle rounding at the blade inlet also helps to reduce noise. It

with ebm-papst sends a warning email to the applicable technician,

ensures low-loss blade inflow. The profiled contour guides the air flow

or MultiCross can take action in the form of remote maintenance.

through the blade channel, before it leaves the impeller with hardly

“With the trend toward smart building services and Industry 4.0, more

any turbulence thanks to the thin trailing edge. The specially shaped

and more customers expect this sort of system as standard. So it is

impeller base plate largely routes the air outflow in axial direction.

a great help that the EC fans can simply be actuated via MODBUS

This reduces both the deflection losses in the air conditioner and

RTU for example, and it is no problem to incorporate them into an

the pressure drop in the installed unit. The FanGrid arrangement

information system.” (Fig. 5, p. 31)
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FIGURE 4:

ebm-papst

On top of the
administration
block, the latest
generation of
quiet-running,
energy-efficient
RadiPac EC
centrifugal fans
in FanGrid arrangement provides constant
air exchange.

EC fans can simply be actuated via MODBUS RTU.
Greater efficiency thanks to Big Data

Help with the ErP Directive

Sensors in the logistics center buildings measure the CO2

At the same time as MultiCross was planning the Zalando

concentration, room temperature and other values. The data

project, negotiations were in progress regarding the Euro-

are fed directly into the company network for further use.

pean Union’s 2016 ErP Directive formulating new efficiency

The heat recovery systems retrieve the values from the net-

requirements for room air conditioning. “That was a prob-

work through device addresses. And the data form part of

lem for us. Because lots of important details tend not to have

the overall picture as well, because there is a simple reason

been clarified even when such directives come into force,”

for Zalando's hunger for data: The company is in the process

says Reimann. Experience with EU directives shows that

of creating central software for all logistics centers, contain-

the individual points only take on concrete form following

ing the data from all building services – and not just from

practical questions from the industries concerned. In this

the air conditioning system. By comparing the values on the

case, for example, it was for a long time not even definite

basis of various factors of influence, Zalando is hoping for

that a logistics building like Zalando’s would be subject

greater efficiency in its current operations and to gain useful

to the new stipulations at all. Reimann was faced with the

information for the new building projects of the rapidly

question of how he was supposed to plan his customer’s air

expanding company.

conditioning system in conformity with an as yet unknown
standard. Being a Premium partner of ebm-papst, Reimann
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was however able to consult the company on such matters. “ebm-papst
always gave me extremely sound appraisals, so that we soon had a reliable
basis for planning the Zalando project.”
The logistics center in Lahr went into operation in 2017. And even
on extremely hot July days, the temperature in the buildings and aisles
was a pleasant 22 degrees Celsius – at all times and in every last corner.
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F I G U R E 5 : The RadiPac EC centrifugal fans have appropriate interfaces for feeding all sorts of data
into the control system of the logistics center – an aspect of great importance to Zalando.
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